
Bloons Supermonkey 2

**About Bloons Supermonkey 2**

In Bloon's Supermonkey 2, players must navigate the protagonist Super Monkey through the skies

and help him to shoot down all colorful bloons.

Bloons Supermonkey 2 is a fast paced shooter game that is great fun for both younger and older

players. In the game, you'll need to pilot the protagonist Super Monkey through the skies of

Monkey Town and help him to shoot down all of the colorful bloons. To make more bloons burst at

once and to solve the level even faster, you also have over 90 different weapons and 40 powerful

power-ups available. When all bloons have burst and all blops have been collected, you have

completed the level successfully.

**Bloons Supermonkey 2 - Features:** 

- Burst all bloons: Bloons Supermonkey 2 is all about the so-called bloons, who have besieged the

city of Monkey Town. You control the protagonist Super Monkey, who has been commissioned to

liberate the city from the colorful balloons. To shoot bloons, you have to fly through the air in your

plane and make the colorful bloons burst by firing. Once you have eliminated all bloons from the

field, you have completed the level successfully.

- Collect blops: If you made bloons burst, they'll leave the so-called blops. You definitely have to

collect these red balloons, because they are used in Bloons Supermonkey 2 as a currency with

which you can buy new weapons, for example.

- Use over 90 weapons: With a plane alone you cannot destroy many bloons. That's why you need

to equip your plane with different weapons. With the help of these weapons, you can then make

more bloons burst at once. Equip your plane, for example, with special weapons like the Yeti or the

Sidewinder Ace and be even more effective.

- More powerful with power-ups: In Bloons Supermonkey 2 you not only have over 90 different

weapons, but also 40 uniquely powerful power-ups available, with which you can complete the

level even faster. With the Explosive Shots or the Sun God you destroy bloons more effectively.

- Compare with friends: Compare your level rank with your friends' achievements and find out

who's the best bloons shooter in your circle of friends.

Conclusion: In Bloon's Supermonkey 2 more than 60 colorful and fast-paced levels await you in

which you have to make bloons of any formation burst. For all players who need more variety,

there are also the so-called diamond challenges, which are quite difficult to solve.


